Types of Sentences
There are four (4) types of sentences. The declarative sentence makes a statement. The interrogative sentence asks a question. The exclamatory sentence is a statement that shows strong emotion. And the imperative sentence gives a direction or a command. Identify the type of sentences listed.

1. Ms. Lopez went to the store.
   - interrogative
   - exclamatory
   - declarative
   - imperative

2. Where is the store?
   - interrogative
   - exclamatory
   - declarative
   - imperative

3. Ms. Lopez bought some food for dinner.
   - interrogative
   - exclamatory
   - declarative
   - imperative

4. Why did she check her list?
   - interrogative
   - exclamatory
   - declarative
   - imperative

5. It is close to her house.
   - interrogative
   - exclamatory
   - declarative
   - imperative

6. Shut that door now.
   - interrogative
   - exclamatory
   - declarative
   - imperative

7. She wants to be sure she didn't forget anything.
   - interrogative
   - exclamatory
   - declarative
   - imperative

8. Stop, take your hands off me!
   - interrogative
   - exclamatory
   - declarative
   - imperative

9. Look in the oven at my pot roast.
   - interrogative
   - exclamatory
   - declarative
   - imperative

10. Look, that man has green hair!
    - interrogative
    - exclamatory
    - declarative
    - imperative
11. Turn that television off and go to bed.
   imperative

12. Are there any vegetables left on the stove?
   interrogative
   declarative
   imperative

13. Can you drive a car?
   interrogative
   declarative
   imperative

14. Josh can work on a truck engine.
   interrogative
   declarative
   imperative

15. She works hard for the money.
   interrogative
   declarative
   imperative

16. You are driving down the wrong side of the road!
   interrogative
   declarative
   imperative

17. What did you buy?
   interrogative
   declarative
   imperative

18. Carry these bags to the car.
   interrogative
   declarative
   imperative

19. Put that bag of candy down.
   interrogative
   declarative
   imperative

20. My boyfriend bought me a 5 carat diamond ring!
   interrogative
   declarative
   imperative